
                                         Making your own unique colored, textured papers!

                                                 Use this paper as one beautiful piece of art, or for all kinds of fun creations.  

                                                 Here are instructions for Marble Rolling, and Sponging & Dragging.

Marble Rolling 
Supplies:
Heavier paper, construction paper, you can use copy paper but don’t get it too wet

Marbles, ping pong balls, small balls

Jelly roll pan with sides, covered in foil, or a shallow box (big enough to hold a 9 inch by 12 inch 

paper)

Tempera paints or poster paints

Water 

Water bowl

Old yogurt cups, or something to hold a small amount of paint

Instructions:
- Place paper on jelly roll pan or shallow box

- If your tempera paint is thick, water it down a bit in the yogurt cups

- Dribble the paint on top of the paper, dribble several colors

- Drop your marbles and balls on to the paint and paper

- Using your hands, move the jelly roll pan or box back and forth, and side to side, through the paint

- Take the paper out of the jelly roll pan or box and let it dry, it may take a few hours or so



Sponging and Dragging 

                                                  Supplies:

                                                  Heavier paper, construction paper, you can use copy paper but don’t get it      

                                                  too wet

                                                  Tempera paints or poster paints

Paint brush, any size (optional)

 Water 

Water bowl

Old yogurt cups, or something to hold a small amount of paint

Newspapers to protect table tops

Plastic shopping bags

Corrugated cardboard scraps

Instructions for Sponging:
- Place newspapers on table top

- Place paper on newspapers

- Put paint in yogurt cups, a drop about the size of a quarter to start, if you need more you can add 

more later

- Add a few drops of water to the paint so it is not thick

- Take the plastic shopping bag and scrunch it into a ball (I use these all the time, you don’t want to 

use your household sponges that you clean with)

- Dip the plastic bag into the paint

- Dab the plastic bag onto your paper, repeat, as you like

- You can do one color or add as many colors as you like

- Let the paper dry, it may

 take a few hours or so



For Dragging:

             - Tear one side of your corrugated cardboard off. So now you have a side  

                                                 with that zig zag edge

                                                 - Place newspapers on table top

                                                 - Place paper on newspapers

- Put paint in yogurt cups, a drop about the size of a quarter to start, if you need more you can add 

more later

- Take brush and brush paint onto the paper, or pour a bit of paint onto the paper

- Take the zig zag side of the cardboard and drag through the paint

- Let the paper dry, it may take a few hours, especially if your paint was thick

Save all this paper for collage projects, paper mosaic tiling, paper weaving. You shouldn’t 
throw this stuff away. This kind of paper comes in handy for artists!


